Usual Distinct Element Method (DEM), in which soil is represented as a system of numerous discrete particles, does not account for two factors; the continuity of the medium and wave propagation. The modified method, which is proposed in this paper, has another physical structure which presents the effect of the internal material between particles as pore water or clay. We simulated the two dimensional dynamic fracture of a cliff using this method. The fracture process is as follows; many small cracks occur widely then they form fracture lines. Results confirmed that this method can simulate the continuous and discontinuous medium.
INTRODUCTION
Conventionally, the dynamic behavior of soil and of soil structures e, g, cliffs has been simulated by representing soil as continuous material, but another method has been developed in which soil is represented as discontinuous materially2. The conventional method simulated the process before fracture takes place, but it is difficult to use it to simulate the actual process of fracture. The newer method simulates the fracture process sequentially from the formation of small cracks to large slides. The DEM is one example of this new type of method. In the DEM, soil is represented as a system of numerous discrete particles, the dynamic behavior of each being calculated individually. This method is based on the concept that each particle satisfies the equation of motion and that particle interaction is simple. Recently the DEM has been used to investigate problems related to various phenomena; rock systems (Cundalll), tunnels (Kiyama et al. fl) , gravity flow of granular particles (Kiyama and Fujimura4) slope stability (Uemura and Hakuno5, Casaverde et al. 6) ) and the liquefaction process (Tarumi and Hakuno7).
The DEM, however, does not account for two important factors; the continuity of the medium and wave propagation. Equilibrium in DEM is unstable because, between particles there is compressive but no tensile force. Therefore, because of this lack of stability, DEM models cannot be used for free-surface problems. Many problems which are not solvable by the techniques of conventional continuous mechanics can, however, be investigated with this method. We here report an improved DEM which takes into account the continuity of the medium and wave propagation. 
METHODS
The flow of the modified DEM program is shown in Fig. 1 . DEM is an iterative calculation method in time domain, and the future state is calculated from the present stage. The particles in this new DEM have not been changed, but a mechanical structure has been added to introduce stable equilibrium. Therefore, there are two structures; a primary and a secondary one (diagram Fig. 2 ). The primary structure consists of the conventional DEM and is used to transmit the force Fsl though the contact points between particles and to calculate particle movement. It deals with the rotation of particles, but does not function when particles are not in contact. It serves to conduct energy between two contacting particles. This structure has two components; a normal and a tangential one. Each component has three elements; an elastic spring, a viscous dashpot and a no tension joint. Formation of this primary structure is the same as in the conventional DEM.
The secondary structure represents stable equilibrium and shows the continuity of the medium. For example the first structure might correspond to rock or gravel and the second to internal clay or pore water. This structure is set between particles in contact and near particles as well. As Fig. 2 , the secondary structure and masses make a mass-spring system, then it can represent the stable equilibrium and the continuity of the medium. It can transmit the wave propagation. And the secondary structure is destructible, then this system can represent the small cracks and the fracture process. The secondary structure has two components; a normal and a tangential one. If the medium is a plastic one, the elements of each component will form a Voigt model that is a complex of an elastic spring and a viscous dashpot, or some other physical model. This structure does not take into account the effect of the rotation of particles. We used an elastic spring for simplicity. The neutral length of the spring is the distance between two particles in the initial condition. Therefore the reaction of the secondary structure, FS2, moves the particles to the initial relative location. The secondary structure system tends to keep the particles in the initial location. in which ri and r; are the radii of the particles; (xi, z1) and (x, z) are the coordinates of the center; and DCR 1 is the coefficient of closeness. Usually, DCR 1 is greater than 1.0. is the distance between the centers. The secondary structure is set up among particles that satisfy this condition.
The initial relative direction vector d is d=(x;-x1,z;-z1) This vector shows the neutral direction of the secondary structure. At time t, the coordinates of I and J are (xi, zi) and (x, z). The relative direction vector b is b=(x-x,z-z)
The relative movement vector j from time 0 to t is C=b-d Cu is analyzed in the local coordinates, the normal component Cun and the tangential component Gus.
The force vectors of the springs eon in the normal and es in the tangential direction, are defined as ecn=kcnGun ecs-kcsGus in whichn and kS are the spring constants.
The force FS2tJ which works from particle J to I by way of the secondary structure and FS2i which works from I to J are
F82J=-FS2L=en+eCS
The force FS2i which works at I in the secondary structure is
Fs21-Fs2Li
The total force FL which works at I at time t is FL=FS1i+F2+Fei in which F81i is the total force at particle I produced by the primary structure and Fei is the external force and gravity. Particle I's acceleration, Aii, at time t is Air=Fi/mi in which mi is the mass of particle I. The velocity and displacement at time t-FA t is defined by integration with ALA and an increment of the time step iteration A t. The state at time t+2Q can be calculated from the state at t+4t by iteration. In the initial condition, the secondary structure is passive. The particles move because of the force of the primary structure, after which the secondary structure moves.
If the elements of the secondary structure receive critical strain, the structure will break and be partially unworkable. Tensile fracture in the normal direction due to strain is supposed, as Fig. 4 [A] It occurs under the following condition, blzldlDCR2 in which DCR 2 is the coefficient of the fracture strain. Shear fracture in the tangential direction due to stress also is supposed, as Fig. 4 [B]. Coulomb's criterion is used. In the DEM scheme, force is used in place of stress; thus the criterion is also represented in force. 
in which x is the length of mesh. From the eq. (18) and (19), following relationship is conducted.
Relationship between V and the spring constant k is induced from eq. (17) and (20). in which p is density and r is the radius of the particle.
In normal direction between the particles, V and k correspond to VP, primary wave velocity, and Icn=lrpV/4
In tangential direction, they correspond to Vs, secondary wave velocity, and kcs-7rpVs/4. [A] tensile direction
[B] sheer dirootion is decided from a dynamic friction factor u.
cb=arctani
The dimension of CDEM is force (N). Then CDEM is CDEM=aC in which a is the area of contact plane between the particles. In this study we use a cylinder element, which length is unit length, for the particle. The contact plane between two cylinder is a square. 
TESTS (1)
Two-dimensional cliff model test To test our modified DEM, we applied it to the dynamic fracture of a cliff caused by its mass and applied cyclic force. The two-dimensional cliff model used was 3X10m2. Table 1 shows the parameters for that model and our calculations. The number of particles was 1000, particle radius being defined by Normal Random Distribution based on a maximum radius of 15cm and a minimum radius of 5 cm. This ground was made very softly, VP is about 30m/sec and VS is 10m/sec, to decrease the CPU time. The applied force was a cyclic wave in the horizontal direction that was input from the bottom of the model. In another test, the slope was cut away from the cliff model and the remainder stabilized and used as a bank model.
The model was set in a square box with three walls, then at 0sec the right wall having been eliminated. a) Without a secondary structure or applied force Use of the conventional DEM. (Fig. 7) showed particle movement and the distribution of velocity. The cliff disintegrated because of its mass. In this case, the model showed acute collapse and it was difficult to distinguish the destroyed from the stable area.
At early stage, the front of the cliff falls down and the shape of rockfall has roundness. Then the particles of inner part roll down the slope. At 4 sec, the slope angle of the rockfall is 15. It is similar to e=0.273 e=0.103 Table 1 Parameters of the model.
137s
This case uses cyclic force to represent an earthquake. The amplitude of the applied acceleration is about 800gal, and DCR 2 is 1.05. The primary and secondary structures of the cliff model at 0, 2 and 4sec are shown in Fig. 10 [A] and [B] . The area that was erased at 2sec and 4sec in the secondary structure is the fracture in which the secondary structure is destroyed due to critical strain. The destroyed points are located linearly and they form the fracture lines. The secondary structure clearly shows the lengthening of cracks and sliding; progressive sliding appears, the soil moving in blocks. The effects of having a secondary structure are shown in Fig. 11 . Results for 3 cases are given; without a secondary structure or an applied force; with a secondary structure, but no applied force; and with a secondary structure and an applied force. The original DEM does not distinguish the broken from the stable area. The angle of the rockfall is 15 in these three cases. This result shows that the slope angle is related to the friction angle b Table 1 . The 45 bank is soon broken. The secondary structure shows cracks formed perpendicular to the slope. Fracture lines are clear, and the bank slides along those lines. Many small cracks occur in the lower part of the bank model. Then they are connected, form a fracture line and extend to the upper. Finally the bank sinks and slides to the free side. By parameter study, it is found out that the model which is made from soft soil sinks deeper than hard one. These results are similar to observations of actual sliding caused by an earthquake.
CONCLUSIONS
The secondary structure of our modified DEM model and the particles make a mass-spring system, then the modified DEM can represent the stable equilibrium and the continuity of the medium. Fig, 9 The Distribution of the Cracks (bold lined cracks occur due to shear, thin lined cracks occur due to tension). This means that the modified DEM can be used to study problems of fracture in soils and soil structures that previously could not be investigated. And the secondary structure can transmit the wave propagation.
We think there is yet room for improvement in the method to decide the parameters and the fracture laws of the secondary structure.
We think the distinct element can be used in two cases. 141s one particle as sand or rock. This method is suitable to study soil mechanics. In the other case, one element corresponds to one cluster or blocks of the medium as FEM. This method is suitable to study the micro-mechanics.
